
Equity, Access, and Diversity Committee (EAD) 
February 24, 2020 
Minutes of the Meeting 
  
These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota 
Senate; none of the comments, conclusions or actions reported in these minutes reflect the views of, nor 
are they binding on, the senate, the administration or the Board of Regents. 
  
[In these minutes: Conversation with New Director of the Multicultural Center for Academic 
Excellence; University Services Update; Discussion of Bias on the Student Rating of Teaching; 
Other Business] 
  
PRESENT: Teddie Potter (chair), Tracey Anderson, Noro Andriamanalina, Miguel Fiol, Anna 
Horning Nygren, Jeremy Jenkins, Ross VeLure Roholt 
  
REGRETS: Vincente Diaz, Jonathan Gerteis, Josephine Lee, Tayler Loiselle, Wanda Marsolek, 
Nan Thurston  
 
ABSENT: Caroline Bender, Thu Danh, Veronica Fisher, Oscar Garza, Jair Peltier, Angelina 
Sonnen, Marcella Windmuller-Campione  
 
GUESTS: Fernando Rodriguez, director, Multicultural Center for Academic Excellence; Paige 
Rohman, chief of staff, University Services 
 
OTHER: Virajita Singh, associate vice provost, Office for Equity and Diversity (for Michael 
Goh) 
 
1. Conversation with New Director of the Multicultural Center for Academic Excellence 
Professor Teddie Potter, chair, called the meeting to order and welcomed Dr. Fernando 
Rodriguez, the new director of the Multicultural Center for Academic Excellence (MCAE). 
Rodriguez thanked the committee for the invitation and told members a little bit about himself. 
He then talked about his vision for MCAE; namely, that it will be a steady resource for students 
from the beginning of their academic career at the University, through graduation, and that it will 
support students through successes and challenges. He then explained the role of MCAE, which 
is to support the academic lives of multicultural, native/indigienous, first generation, and low 
income students so they can be successful as they pursue degrees. “Academic lives” 
encompasses aspects such as study habits, knowing the difference between teaching assistants 
and faculty, navigating institutional structures, how to build relationships with advisors and 
faculty members, etc. MCAE also helps students understand and process being, often, the only 
student of color, indiginous student, first generation student, etc, in given academic settings. 
MCAE’s framework, said Rodriguez, begins with the understanding that we are on a 
predominantly white campus and building support structures based on the lived experience of 
multicultural students in that context. 

https://mcae.umn.edu/


Rodriguez informed members that MCAE operates several Living & Learning Communities: 
Tsev Hmoob (Hmong House), Casa Sol, the Huntley House for African American Men, 
Charlotte’s Home for Black Women, and the American Indian Student Cultural House. It also 
houses the Circle of Indiginous Nations, which works to recruit, retain, and graduate American 
Indian/First Nations/Alaskan Native students by promoting cultural values that help indigenous 
students become self-directed, excel academically, and succeed in all areas of individual 
matriculation, academic pursuits, and career aspirations. In addition, it strives to bridge the 
richness of the surrounding American Indian communities with the strengths of the University’s 
research, education, and teaching. 

Members asked about the demographic breakdown of students who are active with MCAE. 
Rodriguez replied that anecdotally, he sees many East African, Hmong, and Latinx students in 
the office, as well as many first generation students.  

Members then asked whether there are comparable programs on other campuses. Rodriguez 
stated that MCAE is Twin Cities only, but that he plans to learn about what services and 
programs are available on the other campuses, and is interested in learning from each other, 
collaborating, and connecting across the system. 

Virajita Singh, associate vice provost, Office for Equity and Diversity, asked whether MCAE 
helped students navigate “the hidden curriculum.” Rodriguez explained that this concept refers to 
the behind the scenes workings of a University and how to navigate them. For example, he 
explained, a first generation student may not know that they can request exceptions to certain 
policies, whereas students with family members who have been to college might be able to 
advise them about such things. He said that MCAE does help students navigate these issues. 
Potter suggested also educating faculty on the hidden curriculum, so they can be poised to help 
students, as well. She suggested making an online module or video that could be shared with new 
faculty. 

Miguel Fiol recommended that Rodriguez connect with the student affinity groups in the 
Medical School. Rodriguez expressed interest in this idea, and added that EAD may like to hear 
from the North Star STEM Alliance. Potter asked if there was similar support for graduate 
students, and Singh stated that the Graduate School Diversity Office fills this role. 

Potter thanked Rodriguez for his time, and encouraged him to reach out to the committee if there 
are initiatives it could help support. 

2. University Services Update 

Next, Potter welcomed Paige Rohman, chief of staff, University Services, who had been invited 
to update the committee on a variety of equity related projects under the purview of University 
Services. 

Gender Neutral Restrooms 

https://mcae.umn.edu/partnerships/cultural-living-learning-communities
https://mcae.umn.edu/about-us/circle-indigenous-nations


Rohman informed members that Facilities Management has converted single-occupancy 
restrooms to gender neutral when possible, with the caveat that state building codes require a 
certain number of gendered restrooms based on building occupancy. Rohman informed members 
that including gender neutral restrooms is now part of the design standards for new and 
renovated buildings. On the Twin Cities campus, he continued, there are over 400 gender neutral 
restrooms, but some are not accessible to the public because they are in locked suites.  

The other system campuses have the same design standards, said Rohman, but he did not know 
the status of the inventory.  

Regarding signage, Rohman explained that when the project began, about five years ago, 
University Services worked closely with the Transgender Commission on what the signs should 
look like. At the time, he said, the preference was to depict a male and a female figure with the 
word “Restroom.” The preference has evolved to avoid the gender binary, continued Rohman; 
the plan to address this is to replace the signs with one depicting simply a toilet when the signs 
need to be replaced anyway. It is cost prohibitive to replace all of the signs right away. 

Members commented that the interactive campus maps (Duluth | Morris | Twin Cities) are a good 
resource, but that clicking on the “stack of papers” icon to see different layers (such as gender 
neutral restrooms and lactation spaces) is not intuitive. Rohman said he would consult with 
Universty Relations on what could be a more user-friendly icon.. 

Lactation Spaces 

Next, Rohman provided an update on lactation spaces. As a result of the resolution on lactation 
support that EAD and the Lactation Advocacy Committee (LAC) brought to the University 
Senate in May 2019, he said, Mike Berthelsen, vice president, University Services, had charged a 
committee to look at how the management of lactation spaces could be centralized and 
formalized. Potter asked whether the LAC had representation on it, and Rohman said no; because 
the committee is very operationally focused, Rohman stated that they felt it was not the best use 
of LAC members’ time to serve on it. The committee chose instead to consult with the LAC as 
needed to make use of their expertise. Potter pointed out that the LAC should be the ones to 
decide whether what is a good use of their time, and Rohman acknowledged that her point was 
fair. He agreed to discuss this further with the committee. 

Rohman explained that this committee has developed minimum standards for lactation spaces, as 
requested in the resolution. Spaces that conform to these new standards will become part of the 
cost pool and will be centrally supported and maintained by Facilities Management, similar to 
restrooms and other public spaces. Spaces that are “non-conforming” (do not meet the new 
minimum standards) will continue to exist as long as the unit supporting them continues to do so, 
but they will not be supported or maintained centrally. They will, however, continue to appear on 
the interactive campus map. Space Management is currently working with Facilities 
Management to identify spaces that are appropriate to be converted into lactation spaces. The 
intention is to close the gaps where there are no lactation spaces within a five-minute walking 
distance, as specified in the resolution. Currently, all spaces (whether they meet the minimum 
standards or not) are taken into account when identifying gaps. Once gaps have been filled taking 

https://www.d.umn.edu/maps/
https://morris.umn.edu/maps
https://campusmaps.umn.edu/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v-TQMMYrUpvf5fd1ytSVxRyu4xSeubSM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xryCgfEBNMPgSUAXos1U6NhOSJ-udHnk/view?usp=sharing


all spaces into account, Facilities Management will work towards densifying, with the goal of 
increasing access to conforming spaces.There are plans to make improvements at the other 
system campuses as well. 

Rohman noted that the resolution requested that refrigerators be included in the minimum 
standards; the committee decided not to accept that recommendation, as the spaces are publicly 
accessible. In order to help ensure the security of expressed milk, the committee asks lactating 
parents to supply their own cooler in which to store it. 

Singh revealed that OED is in consultation with the LAC about having a central person assigned, 
as a part of their paid job duties, to the task of managing and promoting lactation support across 
the University.  

Foot Washing and Prayer Space 

Jenkins asked about the status of foot washing stations and prayer space, as well as how 
competing demands are prioritized. Rohman told members that there are four or five foot 
washing stations on the Twin Cities campus; University Services identified the areas of campus 
with the highest need and were able to convert unneeded custodial closets. He remarked that they 
are open to creating more, but there are no metrics to determine how many are needed, and they 
are fairly expensive to create if no existing plumbing is available. There is currently no central 
effort on prayer spaces, he said. Singh reported that previously the Minnesota Student 
Association had come up with a list of prayer spaces or spaces that could be used in that way, but 
she did not know whether it was up to date. She indicated that OED has received some requests 
for prayer space, and that they will soon meet to discuss the issue. Members asked whether the 
prayer spaces from MSA’s list and foot washing stations were on the interactive campus map. 
Rohman responded that he did not think so but would look into adding them. In addition, he said, 
the printed in-building maps will be updated, according to the normal replacement schedule, to 
highlight lactation spaces, gender neutral restrooms, etc. 

Health Sciences District Security 

Anna Horning Nygren asked how the implementation of the new security measures in the Health 
Sciences district has gone. Rohman replied that by and large, it accomplished what it was 
supposed to. He gave background on the issue, noting that plans had been in the works for over a 
year before implementation. It was not a direct result of a specific security incident, he stressed, 
nor was it prompted as a response to the presence of homeless people in those buildings. Rather, 
continued, Rohman, the issues were a result of crime (theft, prostitution, etc.), and drug use. In 
some cases, the intersection of the homeless crisis with other concerns, such as mental health 
issues and substance abuse, have been observed. The behavior in question has dropped 
significantly since the implementation, but the University of Minnesota Police Department 
(UMPD) is monitoring to make sure the problems have not simply moved to another area of 
campus.  



There are no current plans to replicate the security arrangements elsewhere, stated Rohman, but 
University Services is meeting with anyone interested, so that they can move quickly if a need 
arises. 

Rohman also acknowledged that for some people, the increased presence of law enforcement and 
security personnel is in and of itself a safety concern. They are working hard to hire the right 
people to the permanent security staff, but this has led to temporary security staff being in place 
longer than originally intended. These contractors did receive some basic implicit bias training, 
said Rohman, but the permanent staff will have much more training, and will include more 
diversity within their ranks. They are also looking at putting in permanent infrastructure such as 
welcome desks and possibly card readers, in order to make the entrances more comfortable and 
reduce the possibility for implicit bias in monitoring card access. 

Potter asked whether special security requirements could be added to the interactive map, and 
Rohman agreed to look into it. 

Potter thanked Rohman for the updates, and suggested having him visit the committee annually 
with such updates, as members had found them extremely useful. Rohman agreed, and 
encouraged members to reach out at any time with questions and concerns. 

3. Discussion of Bias on the Student Rating of Teaching 
Next, Potter summarized an email she had received from Professor Benjamin Munson, chair, 
Disabilities Issues Committee, regarding bias on the Student Rating of Teaching (SRTs). She 
noted that studies have shown bias against women and people of color on these evaluations. She 
asked members whether EAD should be involved in an effort to look at this issue and propose 
solutions. Amber Bathke, senate associate, University Senate Office, informed members that the 
Women’s Faculty Cabinet and the Office of the Executive Vice President and Provost had efforts 
underway on this issue. Potter suggested inviting them to update the committee on the progress.  
 
4. Other Business 
Finally, Potter asked Singh whether there had been any backlash against Asian students as a 
result of COVID-19. Anecdotally, responded Singh, it seemed that there had. Jenkins observed 
that fear and bias could affect things such as graduate fellowship applications, etc. Members 
agreed it was an issue to keep an eye on. 
 
Hearing no further discussion, Potter adjourned the meeting. 
 
Amber Bathke 
University Senate Office 


